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YORKHILL & KELVINGROVE COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Minutes 

Meeting on Thur 21 August 2014, Kelvingrove Tennis Pavilion 

 
Present: Gavin Carre, James Davidson, Lesley Dunlop, John Gerrard, Malcolm Green, Susan 

McComb (Minutes), Wm MacIntosh, M H Mirza, Antony Ownsworth (Chair), Malcolm Stevenson, 

Jean Taylor. 

Attending:  Cllr N Baker, Cllr P Braat, Sgt Craig Brady + 11 members of the community 

Apologies Don MacKeen, Wendy Shaw 

Absent : Mark McCafferty 

 

1. Chairman’s opening remarks, call for apologies  

 

Tony Ownsworth welcomed everyone to the meeting and highlighted the slight change to the format 

of the meeting in order to optimise the time available to members of the community to contribute. 

 

2. Call for Any Other Business 

Traders’ Association Update – G Carre 

Increase in noise around the park – I Campbell-Lupton 

 

3. Minutes of Meeting of 15 May 2014 & Matters Arising  

The minutes were adopted as a true and accurate record.  Proposed AO: Seconded JD 

 

4. Community Police Report 

Sgt Craig Brady reported:  54 Incidents recorded.  Local policing priorities are: 

1. Violence & Antisocial Behaviour, 2. Housebreaking & Theft, 3. Road Safety & Road Crime 

Incidents of Note: an increase in thefts from vehicles around Yorkhill Hospital and vandalisms in 

Bentinck Street. 

Sgt Brady was asked about the number of bicycle thefts.  He replied that Police Scotland actively 

encourage people to ensure bikes are properly secured. Also, bike marking schemes are regularly 

organised at the Bike Station in Haugh Road. 

The issue of anti-social behaviour around student accommodation was also raised.  Sgt Brady requested 

all incidents to be reported to the Police. 

K Foley raised the issue of the dumping of refuse in the lane between St Vincent Crescent and the 

Hidden Lane and an aggressive altercation when she approached people from the recording studio 

believed to have dumped the rubbish bags.  Sgt Brady advised that fly-tipping was GCC’s responsibility 

and any further threatening behaviour be reported to the police.  

 

5. GCC Consultation: Change of Catchment Area for Hillhead PS and closure of Kelvin Park 

EYC 

Nina Baker briefed everyone on GCC consultation which included Statutory and Non-Statutory 

changes.   Changes to the catchment boundaries in order to ease a ‘bulge’ in numbers attending 

Hillhead PS and the closure of the Early Year Centre to create classroom space.  Concern was  
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expressed at the plan to permanently close the EYC to deal with a temporary bulge in capacity and the 

impact this would have on the community as these kids are dispersed to other service providers.  

For example, families not being attracted to the area where the school has no vacant places.   

The consensus was that it is a great school which has serious space problems and that it should be 

possible to find a creative solution to the problem which would avoid the permanent loss of a valued 

EYC.  

GCC consultation document can be found here : http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/  in the Consultation 

Hub section 

Information on the campaign can be found here: http://keepkelvineyc.wordpress.com/ 

 

Action: Aim to identify volunteers to form a sub-committee to compile CC response.  SMCc to ask 

Don MacKeen to join. 

 

6. Finnieston Train Station reopening 

Our planning sub-committee has recently been discussing the possibility of requesting the re-opening 

Finnieston Train Station.  The station was situated on the south side of Argyle Street at the end of Kent 

Road and closed in 1917.  We have been given advice from Network Rail on the process of opening 

new train stations and have met with John McCormick of Scottish Association of Public Transport.  

Once we receive information on the technical possibilities of re-opening the station we will commence 

the campaign.   This will be included in the September agenda when we hope to identify a sub-group to 

progress the project.  

 

7. Vacancies – Call for nominations to fill vacancies 

Two nominations were received. 

 

8. Planning Sub-Committee Report – report circulated 

Note:  Kelvingrove Café seating.  Philip Braat advises that the operators will submit a fresh application.  

Minerva Street PoAN.  No application yet. Note:  In order for the GCC Planning Committee to 

consider this application 6 letters of objection are required.  Y&KCC, Minerva Way RA, St Vincent 

Crescent RA will object as will individuals. 

 

9. Community Planning Report – report circulated 

Note:  Ward statistics suggest that 49% of the population are now students.  Report attached. 

 

10 Office Bearer Reports – circulated 

Reports attached to minute. 

 

11 Local Councillors’ updates 

Kelvingrove Park Jubilee Gates - is there a further delay? Action:  P Braat to seek an update 

Minerva Way public toilets, Victorian railing damaged. Action P Braat  

 

Cllr Nina Baker 

Recent enquiries include the disturbance to local residents of pipe bands practising in the park.  The 

organisers of the World Pipe Band Championships should take heed of this issue when planning next 

year’s event.  Malcolm Green suggested that the Championships are a welcome addition to Glasgow’s 

cultural calendar but it should be possible to find a solution which works for all and he asked Cllrs 

Baker and Braat to approach the RSPBA to seek a solution. 

Student accommodation: further development in the pipeline with vacant land in East Vale Place 

having potential too.  The new City Plan will bring some changes to planning policy on student 

residences but there may be a rush of plans being submitted before the City Plan provisions take effect. 
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LES carrying out treefelling around Prince of Wales Bridge in park to protect the bridge.  Lots of 

felling but no evidence of replanting.   

Requested pruning of trees at west end of Kelvingrove Gallery.  A commemorative plaque under a tree 

is inaccessible due to overgrowth.  

Investigating info on Council statutory obligations – At final draft and has uncovered all kinds of 

oddities.  

AO raised concerns about future use of student accommodation if numbers of students arriving from 

abroad fall. 

P Braat – had to leave meeting early. 

 

12 Future issues and priorties – suggestions welcome 

Future topics for discussion: CCTV – Community Safety, Finnieston Train Station and Saving the 

Overnewton Centre 

 

13. AOB 

Corunna Street hording collapsing, owner unknown possibly Glasgow West Housing.  

Action Nina Baker, will look out historic emails on this.   

Isla Campbell Lupton reports that noise in the area is increasing.  Pipe band is one issue but noise 

coming from the bandstand is another.   Environmental Health have been contacted.  N Baker believes 

that noise monitoring doesn’t cover the sound of sub-bass which is often what is heard and ‘felt’ some 

distance away.  She suggests raising this issue at CCDF meetings to try to effect a change in monitoring 

standards.  Action : SMc to send IC-L the information provided by Laura Bennison, the Bandstand 

Heritage and Audicence Development Officer.  Email laura.bennison@glasgowlife.org.uk 

 

Traders’ Association:  Gavin Carre reported that progress has been made on re-launching the TA. 

Graham Suttle (Lebowski/The Finnieston) is leading and proposes encompassing traders in Anderston 

too.  Hopes to be up and running in October. 

 

14 Date of next meeting 18th September, 7pm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SMcComb 23/8/14 

 

 

 

 yokecoco@gmail.com  
www.communitycouncilsglasgow.org.uk/yokecoco  

www.facebook.com/yokecoco  
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Secretary’s Report  21 August 2014 
 

 In the past few months we have achieved a greater awareness of the role of the CC within the community we 

represent. This is great news, but it means we are receiving requests for local issues to be included in the meeting 

agenda.  As you will be aware, time is limited at meetings and sometimes we don’t get through the agenda.  So I’m 

suggesting that we look at the format of our meetings in order to keep them productive. I would suggest the main 

part of the meeting is dedicated to local issues which have been brought to our attention; discussed, action suggested, a 

vote taken and then agree which member will lead that action.   

 

To free up time, I would also suggest that all correspondence is made available in a file which is circulated at the 

meetings.  Also, if possible, that we have office bearer/planning sub-committee reports prepared and circulated in 

advance or at the meeting.  This should allow more time for the reports from Local Councillors which are valued by 

people attending our meetings but are often rushed.  It would also hopefully free up more time for Any Other 

Business which would allow us to encourage participation from members of the public in attendance which could then 

feed into future agendas.  I welcome any suggestions on how to progress. 
 

Improving internal communication 

S McComb &  G Carre met to discuss the possibility of each CC member having access to a shared ‘drive’ and which 

application/platform we should use to achieve it.  It is possible to do this via Dropbox.  We could use this ‘shared drive’ to 

save reference documents, reports and the project management spreadsheet.   SMcComb will seek a training session from 

Democratic Services on IT and file sharing skills. 

 

Web and social media management 

S McComb has continued to keep our web page updated but welcomes ideas on how to improve the website.    Social 

media/Facebook - we now have 89 ‘likes’ and many of our ‘posts’ are getting viewed by many more people.  Eg a recent 

post about CG resident parking permits was viewed by 1100+ people.   This is welcome and shows that we are raising the 

CC’s profile in the community.  We now need to consider how to reflect that interest in our agenda. 

 

Yorkhill Restricted Parking Zone Consultation 

Having received requests for an update from the community I enquired what the status of this was.  I have been advised 

that the consultation report is now with the Executive Director of LES and we will be advised when a decision on whether 

the RPZ will go ahead or not. 

 

Finnieston Railway Station 

Over the summer S McComb, J Gerrard, W Shaw and L Dunlop have been investigating the possibility of re-opening 

Finnieston Train Station.  S McComb has drafted an outline business case and we met up with J MacCormick from the 

Scottish Association for Public Transport (SAPT).  SAPT have now contributed their endorsement of the proposition.  We 

believe there is a strong business case to consider but in the meantime we have approached Network Rail to seek advice on 

the technical feasibility of the proposal.   Once we are in receipt of this information we shall meet to discuss how to 

proceed. 

 

Traders’ Association 

SMcComb and Gavin Carre met with Graham Suttle,(Lebowski/The Finnieston) after he indicated enthusiasm for re-

booting the association.  SMcComb provided him with the constitution and key contact information.   Have been advised 

that a meeting to appoint a new board had happened/was imminent and we await a report on progress.  

 

Current and future projects/initiatives 

 

CCTV and Community Safety 

Finnieston Train Station re-opening 

Overnewton Centre – Saving the centre and restarting friends of Overnewton Square 

Finnieston Public Realm and commercial bins 

Any others – suggestions welcome. 

 

 

 

SMcC 21/8/14 
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Chairman’s Report  21st August 2014 

 
 

I am delighted our 2014/2015 series of Community Council meetings begin with a new format as 

detailed in the agenda for this evening. 

I however hope you have had an enjoyable summer, appreciated the benefits and the joy brought by 

the 2014 Commonwealth Games, notwithstanding the inconvenience, loss of trade and other problems 

endured by some as a consequence of the Games.   

With the Games over and the clearing up well under way it is hoped that problems that exist in our 

Community can now be addressed and resources distributed in a more equitable manner.  During the 

summer, members of the Council identified a number of opportunities to improve the effectiveness of 

our Council by creating time to address, discuss and determine agreed action on issues of concern. 

Tonight among the matters to be discussed will be the consultation on the proposed alteration of the 

catchment areas for primary schools etc. and the re- opening of the Argyle Street Station located on the 

railway line which runs between Charing Cross and Partickhill Stations. The latter subject is very much 

part of our Neighbourhood Renaissance Initiative which should address in addition to the streetscape, 

the provision of schools, housing for families, sports and community facilities, transport and cleansing. 

Referring to the latter I am hoping our Councillors will be able to update the Council on    the moves 

to manage and reduce the very big problem of ever increasing numbers of commercial bins that are 

causing major problems for both residents and responsible businesses. 

I hope our new meeting format encourages more in the community to engage and contribute to our 

Council and I look forward to the coming year. 

 

 

Antony Ownsworth.  
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YORKHILL & KELVINGROVE COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

Planning Subcommittee Report 

mid May to mid August 2014 

 

8 applications for development in our area were advertised and noted 

over this period.  

 

We submitted comments on the following: 

 

1163 Argyle Street (Kelvingrove Café). 
Moveable outdoor seating 

Because it was proposed to take up more than half of the pavement width we lodged an 

OBJECTION. The seating was then installed without consent and we notified Planning 

Enforcement accordingly. 

 

Flat 2, 51 St. Vincent Crescent. 
Conversion of former flat to office. 

Normally objectionable as removing residential space in the Crescent. 

However with a single main door access and the need for expansion of the existing 

ground floor business it was considered acceptable in this instance. 

 

0/1, 24 St. Vincent Crescent. 
Window replacement (retrospective) 

A plastic window of incorrect proportions had been installed at the rear, contrary to 

listed building policy. OBJECTION made. 

 

No comment seemed to be needed on the following: 

 

1/1 26 Minerva Street 
Minor internal alterations 

 

Flat 2, 51 St. Vincent Crescent. 
Conversion of former House in Multiple Occupancy to expand existing office with 

restoration of original layout and features. 

 

2/3 26 Minerva Street. 
Minor internal alterations (retrospective) 

 

46 St. Vincent Crescent. 
Conversion of office to flat with restoration of original layout and details 

 

1325 Argyle Street. (new Tesco) 
Shop front design. 
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We still have to consider the following applications. 

 

Adjoining 200 Old Dumbarton Road. 
Extension of Student Residence. 

For discussion as controversial. 

Existing building lengthened and heightened. 

 

5 Woodside Place. 
External lighting and downpipe repainting. 

 

Proposals of Application. 

 

110 Minerva Street 
Block of 100+ Flats at corner of Minerva Way. 

Feedback to developer criticising bulk and height, materials, etc.  

                                                                        

City Development Plan. 

 

Supplementary Guidance has been issued on these Policies, wanting  

                                           response by September 15th. 

 

1) Meeting Housing Needs 

 

   Guest Houses;       No Change of Use from Residential to be permitted in 

                                Park and St.Vincent Crescent Conservation  

                                Areas. Restricted elsewhere to end of terrace properties. 

 

   Student housing:  Creation of mixed and inclusive communities to be 

                               important. Existing concentrations to be considered in 

                               assessment. 

 

   HMOs                  Change from other residential will need Planning 

                              Permission as a material change of use.   

                              HMOs in flats must have direct access to street. 

 

2) Development affecting Residential Property. 

 

   Subdivision.          Special conditions in Park Conservation Area. 

 

  Lanes and              ditto 

  Gardens. 
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3. 

 

Retail and Commercial 

 

Shopfront alterations.   Historic/original appearance significant. 

 

Food and Drink.            Outside seating not to be overlooked by residential 

                                     property. Rear Flues preferred for fume extraction. 

                                     Operating hours unchanged? 

 

 

Water Management and Office, Business and Industry. 

 

No issues of concern noted. 

 

 

 

J.G. 18 August 2014 
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YORKHILL AND KELVINGROVE COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Community Planning Report. 

May to August 2014 

 

 

The Anderston/City Area Partnership met on two occasions. 

 

The main items of interest to us were; 

 

On May 29th: 

  

1) A potential Community Engagement training programme. 

 

2) Statistics on Alcohol impact in the whole NW area. 

   Requested that they should instead be presented on a Ward or 

   Neighbourhood level . 

 

and on August14th: 

 

1) Grant Funding for local projects presently allocated on our Ward Area 

   Budget proposed to be combined with other funds into an “Integrated 

   Grant Fund” with potential new priorities. Organisations applying would 

   have to demonstrate their capability and grants up to £1000 should be 

   delegated to officials and reported to Area Partnerships in expectation of 

   approval.  

   We will be consulted on more detailed proposals, probably in October. 

 

2)  The Ward Profile presented in April had been improved by adding 

    statistics on levels of Student Accommodation in sub-areas of the Ward. 

    These did not, however, coincide very well with Community Council 

    territories.  

    Nevertheless it was notable that for “Finnieston and Kelvinhaugh’ 

    (including Yorkhill), between 2010 and 2013, the number of occupants 

    in student residences rose from 4005 to 4874 and that at least 49% of  

    the Ward population now consists of students. It was questioned if  

    this figure even included those sharing flats, where only one resident has 

    to be registered  for Council Tax purposes.  

    No statistics had yet been produced for Houses in Multiple Occupation 

    as previously requested. 

    A full update on both matters was expected for future discussion. 

 

 

   The next meeting of the Partnership is scheduled for September 25th. 

 

 

J.G. August 18th 2014. 

 

 


